We prove that one-dimensional Schrodinger operators with even almost periodic potential have no point spectrum for a dense G δ in the hull. This implies purely singular continuous spectrum for the almost Mathieu equation for coupling larger than 2 and a dense G δ in Θ even if the frequency is an irrational with good Diophantine properties.
Introduction
This is a paper that provides yet another place where singular continuous spectrum occurs in the theory of Schrodinger operators and Jacobi matrices (see [5, 6, 2, 10, 3] ). It is especially interesting because it will provide examples where a non-resonance condition in a KAM argument is not merely needed for technical reasons but necessary.
Our main results, proven in Sect. 2, do not deal directly with singular continuous spectrum but only with continuous spectrum. Proof Let ί/i = {ωeΩ | H ω has no a.c. spectrum}. By [10] , 1/χjs a G δ . By hypothesis, ω 0 and its translates lie in U u so U 1 is a dense G δ . Thus, U= Uy n U is a dense G δ . Π
Theorem IS. Let V be an even almost periodic function on (-oo
,
Example 1. Consider the Jacobi matrix with

V θ {n) = λcos(πβn + Θ) .
(
If λ>2, the Lyapunov exponent is positive ( [1, 7] ) so if β is irrational, there is no a.c. spectrum for Lebesgue a.e. θ (see e.g. [1] ), so h θ has purely singular continuous spectrum for a dense G δ of θ.
Sinai [11] and Frohlich-Spencer-Wittwer [4] have proven for λ large and β having good Diophantine properties, a.e. θ has pure point spectrum, and Jitomirskaya [8] has proven that for λ ^15. In that case there are intertwined locally uncountable sets of θ with only pure point and with only singular continuous spectrum. For λ = 2, spec(/z θ ) has zero measure for many irrational /Γs [9] and so no a.c. spectrum. We conclude [4] have proven for a.e. θ (k large enough), there is pure point spectrum for low energies. Sorets-Spencer [12] have proven positivity of the Lyapunov exponent for a wider area of low energy. We conclude that for a dense G δ of 0, there is purely singular continuous spectrum for low energies.
Proof of Theorem 1
We'll consider the Jacobi case in detail and then discuss the changes for the Schrodinger case. Let V Φo be the even almost periodic function on TL\ V ωo (-n)=V ωo (n) . Remark. The intuition behind the proof is that any u obeying (2.3) has to be close to being even or odd about m £ so u(n)++0.
Proof. Suppose not. Then we can find a solution u of (2.3) in *f 2 which we normalize, so that
be the Wronskian as usual, and let
u(n)
as two component vectors.
Step 1. Almost constancy of W(u,Ui). By a standard calculation using (2.3)
Se' Bmι (2.5) by (2.2) and (2.4).
Step 2. Smallness of W(u, u t )for mi large. Since u and u t are in / 2 with i 2 norm 1, the Schwarz inequality implies that £«| FF(n)| ^2. Thus for some n with |n| ^β βmί/2 , we must have that \W(n)\^e' Bmil2 . By (2.5) we see that for \n\<>e Brnil2 , we have that mi/2 (2.6) and in particular for n = m t .
Now define uf = u±u h Φf = Φ±Φι.
Step Step ^. Smallness ofΦf (0). Let Γί 1} be the transfer matrix for (2.3), taking Φ(ra ) to Φ(0) and let Γί 2) be the same with K(2m f -n) so
Writing out Γ £ as a product and using the definition of α and (2.2), we have that 
ax
Step 2. j\W(u,Ui)\dχ ζ2, so, by the same argument
Step 3. This is actually easier since (w*)' (m i ) = 0 and uf(mi) = 0.
Step 4. This is similar. The transfer matrix is bounded by e Cm \ where C is independent (and goes to infinity as E -> oo) which is always beaten out by e~m? /2 ).
Step 5 is unchanged.
